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The Battle for Palmyra Has Begun and It Doesn’t
Look Good for ISIS
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The  battle  for  Palmyra  has  begun  and  it  has  not  gotten  off  to  a  great  start  for  Western-
backed  ISIS/terrorist  fighters.  What  was  once  one  of  the  most  publicized  instances  of  ISIS
victory in Syria as well as the brutality and fanatical nature of the Western proxies is now
becoming an example of  the resilience and determination of  the Syrian Army and the
unwillingness of the Syrian people to submit to Western imperialism.

This is because SAA incursions into Palmyra from the east, west, and south of the city are
spelling the end (and a very near one) for ISIS. Members of the Desert Falcons team, the
SAA, and Syrian Specials Operations forces have entered the city and are now in the process
of  taking  out  the  ISIS  fighters  stationed there  in  a  combination  of  tactics  ranging from air
assaults to tanks and even hand to hand combat. Many terrorists have been reportedly
killed by bayonet as well as by SAA bombing.

According to some reports, surgical strikes are being made possible due to civilians working
with the SAA and Syrian intelligence forces and providing exact locations of strongholds,
headquarters, and fortifications.

Ziad Fadel of Syrian Perspective is predicting the fall and liberation of Palmyra within a day.

Zen Adra of Al Masdar reports

Amid soaring morale to restore the world heritage site,  the Syrian Armed
Forces have fully recaptured Semiramis Hotel (formerly the Meridian), Mouza
Palace and Al-Zera’a roundabout located at the entrance of Palmyra.

The attacking forces also secured Muhtar Mount and the Tombs valley, and are
now preparing to liberate Brigade 550.

A few kilometers to the north, the sever sandstorm was no obstacle for the
highly-trained  government  troops  to  impose  full  control  on  at-Tat  (Al-Tar)
Mountain, from where they pound, with heavy artillery, ISIS barricades near the
ancient castle of Palmyra before storming it.

Leith Fadel of Al Masdar continues by writing,

The Syrian Armed Forces and their allies are rolling in the Homs Governorate’s
eastern countryside, entering the strategic Palmyra Orchards after liberating
the Semiramis Hotel this morning.
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Currently, the Syrian Armed Forces are fighting their way through the rugged
terrain at the Palmyra Orchards in order to infiltrate the enemy’s defenses and
enter this ancient desert city’s southern sector.

Minutes ago in the Homs Governorate’s eastern countryside, the Syrian Arab
Army’s “Tiger Forces” – backed by the Desert Hawks, Hezbollah, and Syrian
Marines – liberated the village of Tamthil after a violent battle with the Islamic
State of Iraq and Al-Sham (ISIS) that began this morning.

According to a military source, the village of Tamthil is located in Palmyra’s
(Tadmur) northern countryside; it was originally abandoned by the terrorist
group until the situation on the ground forced them to return in order to to
strengthen their front-lines.

Fierce  fighting  has  been  reported  at  three  different  flanks  around  Palmyra;
however, ISIS’ defenses are quickly crumbling as the Syrian Armed Forces and
their allies advance to the city gates.

While  not  the  most  strategically  significant  location  in  Syria,  if  Palmyra  falls,  it  will  be  a
massive public relations victory by the Syrian government since Palmyra was once touted as
proof that ISIS was unstoppable.

ISIS is clearly stoppable.

All that is needed is for Western support to dwindle.

Regardless, after the boost of Russian airstrikes, the Syrian people are demonstrating that
Syria is no place for Western proxies.
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